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Bobbi completed a “proof of concept” version of the ecru (electronic course reserves unleashed) database, and designed 
a simple search interface for live demonstrations of Course Reserves Unleashed!    The database is an instance of 
Apache Solr 4.* which backs a robust RESTful API pattern set for querying the books, articles, and weblinks that are 
“reserved” for a particular course. 
 
The ecru database includes data from the Reserves List System (a.k.a., the “reserves tool”).  A job runs nightly to update 
the database, but the underlying software is designed to support reserves data from other sources as well, such as 
reserves data from HKS where a third-party, commercial course management solution is in use. 
 
The search page uses AJAX to query the database via the APIs and processes the JSON response with JavaScript, 
specifically the jQuery library.   The default search is “keywords anywhere”, but is it easy to achieve more precision by 
limiting to “author keywords”, “title keywords” or “course keywords”.      Results may include readings (specified by a 
book icon) or courses (indicated by a podium icon).   Results may be refined by school (FAS, Law, Divinity...) or by 
location (Lamont, Countway, Gutman...). 
 
   Search screen:      Search results and facets: 

                           
 
“Course” records link to all course “readings” and also the course site: 

 
 
“Reading” records link to HOLLIS, course information, and all readings for the course. The display also indicates that a 
reading is online: 

 



 
The “proof of concept” search page is accessible to the Harvard intranet at 
http://cicero.lib.harvard.edu:8080/ecru/poc.html 
 
Bobbi also created a “GSE/Gutman Library restricted” search page, which is also available to the Harvard intranet at 
http://cicero.lib.harvard.edu:8080/ecru/gut.html 
 
 
Because these pages were just created as “proof of concept”, they are lacking many features (such as being able to go 
“back”) that a well designed page would have.  In addition, such a page should be created using Responsive Web Design 
principles, so that it could be easily used on mobile devices.   If we had more time, we would also provide seamless 
connections to WorldCat and Borrow Direct to facilitate access to other available copies of printed books. 
 
Gloria continued conversations with HDS IT and Media Services.   Although HDS remains interested in a course reserves 
search “widget” for the library home page, the school is unable to commit to hosting and supporting the database, so 
we continue our quest for a permanent home, preferably with LTS. 
 
Bobbi met with Annie Rota and Colin Murtaugh, who are investigating new course management platforms, and they 
have expressed interest in taking advantage of Course Reserves Unleashed! 
 
Bobbi and Gloria participated in the Library Lab Showcase and Movie Extravaganza on November 5.  Gloria specifically 
invited members of the core Learning Management Ecosystem team to see a live demonstration of Course Reserves 
Unleashed!   Our work was well received because it could work with Canvas, or another course management platform. 
 
The Library Director’s Group invited Gloria and Bobbi to demonstrate Course Reserves Unleashed!  at their meeting on 
November 14.   Our work was very well received.   Representatives from Countway, Law, Education, and Government 
were enthusiastic, adding to the early support we received from Divinity and Design. 
 
Future plans, pending continued institutional support: 
  

• Publish the code on Github  
• Add reserves data and links from Gutman and HKS. 
• Link cross-listed courses when iCommons frees up the data 
• Find someone to design the patron interface. 

 
 
We spent funds on Bobbi’s time and on publicity materials.  The funds set aside for HDS IT and Media Services were not 
spent. 
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